**KEY FEATURES**
- Built of custom spec’d 500D CORDURA® with Teflon® and PU coatings for maximum durability, UV, and weather protection
- Resilient 1” elastic
- Durable, rot resistant nylon cord
- MOLLE attachment to work with any PALS webbing
- Two 1” elastic straps keep the body of the device snug against the structured back and covers the on/off light if needed
- Cord loop secures the antenna
- *goTenna device not included

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**
The MYSTERY RANCH goTenna Pouch works exclusively with the goTenna Pro and Pro X, the world’s smallest, lightest and cost-effective tactical communications device that works with any smartphone. This pouch has MOLLE attachment to work with any PALS webbing. The two 1” elastic straps keep the body of the device snug against the structured back and covers the on/off light if needed, and the cord loop secures the antenna, keeping your device close and protected.

**AVAILABLE COLORS:**
- COYOTE
- MULTICAM

**VOL:** goTenna Pro and Pro X device

**WT:** 0.1 lb (0.05 kg)

**DIMS:** 5.4”x2”x0.5” (13.7x5x1cm)

**INTENDED USE:** Communication
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